Price list for the products of ID-Diamonds bvba
This price list is valid from Friday, 16 November 2018, until and including Thursday, 22
November 2018 and is based on the latest Rapaport price list (which is the price
reference for 99% of all polished diamond trades globally).
I The Product – ID-Knoxes
ID-Knoxes 1 to 3 are delivered in a prestigious case made of black, matt-finished plastic,
which incorporates a high-gloss product carrier (magnetic base), a connecting cable, a
classy travel case made of full-grained calfskin with a magnet lock and the associated
certificates/ reports and declarations. The accordingly equipped case will be shipped in a
premium w h i t e cardboard box together with the diamond-specific, original
GIA/HRD/IGI*-certificates and the DDI/IGI** assembly certificate for the Knox.
ID-Knox 4 is delivered in a classy travel case made of full-grained calfskin with a magnet
lock, which incorporates a high-gloss product carrier (magnetic base), a connecting
cable and the associated certificates/reports and declarations. The accordingly
equipped case will be shipped in a premium white cardboard box together with the
diamond-specific, original GIA/HRD/IGI *-certificates and the DDI/IGI **- assembly
certificate for the Knox.
The scope of deliveries and services includes a data interface to the ID-Diamonds
security and information portal, which may be enabled by the customer.
The parcel is delivered to the desired place of delivery as a security package and handed
over to the person previously designated by the buyer, against acknowledgement of
receipt.
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ID-Knox 1
Ten one-carat (1.00 to 1.07 cts.) certified natural polished diamonds with a total weight of
approximately 10.40 cts; pairwise same or very similar weight (±0.01 ct.).
Four diamonds in “D” color (COLORLESS) and six diamonds in “E” color (COLORLESS), “FL/IF”
(FLAWLESS/INTERNALLY FLAWLESS), in brilliant cut (EXCELLENT CUT) and no fluorescence
(NO FLUORESCENCE).
Each diamond has a laser inscription of the corresponding GIA/HRD/IGI*-certificate and an
assembly certificate from DDI/HRD** for the Knox.
Price USD 152,048 excl. VAT an indicative total weight of 10.40 cts. (ca. USD 14,620/ct. excl.
VAT ).

ID-Knox 2
Ten half-carat (0.50 to 0.57 cts.) certified natural polished diamonds with a total weight of
approximately 5.40 cts; pairwise same or very similar weight (±0.01 ct.).
Four diamonds in “D” color (COLORLESS) and six diamonds in “E” color (COLORLESS), “FL/IF”
(FLAWLESS/INTERNALLY FLAWLESS), in brilliant cut (EXCELLENT CUT) and no fluorescence
(NO FLUORESCENCE).
Each diamond has a laser inscription of the corresponding GIA/HRD/IGI*-certificate and an
assembly certificate from DDI/IGI** for the Knox.

Price USD 29,646.-- excl. VAT an indicative total weight of 5.40 cts. (ca. USD 5,490/ct. excl.
VAT ).

ID-Knox 3
Eight one-carat (1.00 to 1.07 cts.) certified natural polished diamonds with a total weight of
approximately 8.32 cts; pairwise same or very similar weight (±0.01 ct.).
Four diamonds in “F” color and four diamonds in “G” color (COLORLESS/NEAR COLORLESS),
minimal inclusions “VVS1/VVS2” (VERY, VERY SMALL INCLUSIONS), in brilliant cut
(EXCELLENT CUT) and no fluorescence (NO FLUORESCENCE).
Each diamond has a laser inscription of the corresponding GIA/HRD/IGI*-certificate and an
assembly certificate from DDI/IGI** for the Knox.
Price USD 83,782.-- excl. VAT an indicative total weight of 8.32 cts. (ca. USD 10,070/ct. excl.
VAT ).
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ID-Knox 4
Four half-carat (0.50 to 0.57 cts.) certified natural polished diamonds with a total weight of
approximately 2.16 cts; pairwise same or very similar weight (±0.01 ct.).
Two diamonds in “F” color and two diamonds in “G” color (COLORLESS/NEAR COLORLESS),
minimal inclusions “VVS1/VVS2” (VERY, VERY SMALL INCLUSIONS), in brilliant cut
(EXCELLENT CUT) and no fluorescence (NO FLUORESCENCE).
Each diamond has a laser inscription of the corresponding GIA/HRD/IGI*-certificate and an
assembly certificate from DDI/IGI** for the Knox.
Price USD 9,180.-- excl. VAT an indicative total weight of 2.16 cts. (ca. USD 4,250/ct. excl.
VAT ).

II Services (only for owners of Knoxes)
Data interface
(can be excluded upon request of client)

free of charge

Database maintenance and security profile
(can be excluded upon request of client)

free of charge

Renewal/update of ID-Knox

yes

- Renewal ID-Knox 1, 2, 3
- Renewal ID-Knox 4
Worldwide delivery (transport and insurance)

*

€ 1,000 incl. VAT
€ 800 incl. VAT
free of charge

GIA: Gemological Institute of America, USA
HRD: Hoge Raad voor Diamant, Antwerp
IGI: International Gemological Institute, Antwerp

** DDI – Stiftung Deutsches Diamant Institute,
Pforzheim (Foundation of the German Diamond
Institute, Pforzheim)

ID-Diamonds bvba
Rijfstraat 2- 4
B – 2018 Antwerpen
Belgium
Website:
General:
Mobile:

www.id-diamonds.com
info@id-diamonds.com
+32 475 27 90 90
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